Exam's Date: **Wednesday September 23rd, 2015**

**Math:**
- Review the exercises of Unit 1, lessons 1 – 18. (Pages in the plastic folder)
  - Practice the correct trace of numbers 0 – 9
  - Review shapes: triangle, rectangle, square, circle, pentagon
  - Review partners from 3 to 10
  - Review patterns
  - Review even and odd numbers.
- Review exercises from the homework book.

Exam's Date: **Thursday September 24th, 2015**

**Phonics:**
- Study the following letters’ sounds:
  - Ss (like in snake)
  - Tt (like in turtle)
  - Bb (like in butterfly)
  - Hh (like in house)
  - Mm (like in mouse)
  - Kk (like in kite)
  - Jj (like in juice)
  - Ff (like in flower)
  - Gg (like in guitar)
  - Ll (like in lion)
  - Dd (like in duck)
  - Nn (like in nest)
- Review and practice their trace.
- Review exercises and vocabulary from pages 9 through 40. (they’re in the folder):
  - Identify if the sound is at the beginning or at the end of a word.
  - Identify the capital and the small letters.